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Jan. 23: Economy Minister Antonio Erman Gonzalez announced the beginning of the second phase
of the government's austerity program, focused on additional sales of state-run companies and
public real estate to the private sector, and public spending cutbacks. Jan. 25: AFP reported that
President Carlos Menem, Interior Minister Julio Mera Figueroa and intelligence officials met last
week with army chief of staff Gen. Isidro Caceres to discuss actions to be taken in the event of food
riots similar to those of May 1989. The government is attempting to establish agreements with
political opposition parties and with union leaders to defuse tensions. Figueroa has sought support
from leaders of the opposition Radical Civic Union. Although discussions are continuing, Menem's
government has refused to create the prime minister post demanded by the Radicals. President
Menem signed an agreement with leaders of one faction of the General Workers' Confederation
Saul Ubaldini, Diego Ibanez and Lorenzo Miguel , and with the leaders of two independent labor
unions, Armando Cavallieri, Jose Lezcano and Juan Jose Zanola. Traditionally loyal to the Peronist
party (known as the Justicialistas today), the CGT is currently divided into two major factions. Some
union leaders believe that the social cost of austerity programs launched by Menem's government
fall disproportionately on low-income communities and households. Ubaldini, who heads the
faction reluctant to support Menem's economic program, and was president of the CGT before
the split. The other faction leader, Guerino Andreoni, was expected to announce support for the
government plan soon. In response to journalists' questions, Menem said that in the first quarter
of the year, public spending will be reduced by 30%. The Argentine congress resumed debate on
a bill that would increase sanctions for tax evasion. According to government officials, more than
15,000 Argentines have thus far received a subsidy from the Social Action Ministry designed to
alleviate economic hardship among the most needy. Sporadic strikes for higher pay have recently hit
several sectors. The government granted civil servants a raise of 30,000 australs (about US$18) earlier
this month, but has since announced that, contrary to original plans, the increase will not apply
to February. According to AFP, there is no official minimum wage in Argentina, but unofficially it
currently stands at about 120,000 australs (US$70). Inflation for 1989 totaled 4,923%. [Basic data from
Radio Nacional (Argentina), AFP, 01/25/90]
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